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Set (1975)

32' Spruce N17°W, 69.7', scribed "T3N R10W S17 BT".
10' Hemlock with Parks corner tag, S79°W, 28.9', scribed "T3N R10W S20 BT RS691".
10' Hemlock S23°W, 28.8', scribed "S21 BT".

Set steel post and park boundary paddle.

E1/16 Corner Sections 17 and 20 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 2.5' North.

13¾' Alder N69°W, 11.6' to center, bark scribed "E1/16 S17 BT".
11' Alder S38°W, 25.1' to center, bark scribed "E1/16 S20 BT RS691".

¼ Corner Sections 17 and 20 (1981)

Found 3" brass cap inside 10" tile stamped

\[ \frac{1}{4} \text{ S17} \]
\[ \text{RS287} \]
1979

Found 34" Spruce N62°W, 62.3' to center, trace of scribing visible. Yellow Tillamook County corner tag and a white tag marked "Till. Co. Bearing Tree Do Not Cut".

Found 50' Spruce S30°W, 65.9' to center, new scribe visible on root (BT) Tillamook County yellow corner tag and a white tag marked "Till. Co. Bearing Tree Do Not Cut".

Found steel post with white paddle and Tillamook County yellow tag attached 1.5' West of monument. Neah-kah-nie mountain trail road 30'+ westerly.

Found 2' iron pipe set by Markam N55°04'04"E, 35.11'.
Found ½' iron rod with yellow plastic cap marked PLS#1205 N89°31'58"W, 84.16' on section line.

Removed steel post and boundary paddle marked, "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" from vicinity of 2' iron pipe and reset 2' north of Tillamook County monument.

W1/16 Corner Sections 17 and 20 (1981)

Set 5/8"x30" capped iron rod with aluminum cap and galvanized steel post with boundary paddle 2.0' North.

12' Spruce S94°W, 28.7' to center, scribed "W1/16 S20 BT RS691".
36' Spruce N41°W, 12.3' to center, scribed "W1/16 S17 BT".

Placed Parks corner tags on both BTs.

Section Corner Sections 17, 18, 19 and 20 (1975)


14' Fir N69°E, 9.2', placed Parks corner tag.
40' Fir N76°W, 67.0'.

Set galvanized steel post with Park boundary paddle and corner tag.

¼ Corner Sections 18 and 17 (1975)

Found ½' iron pipe and 2 BTs established by Markham in 1965. Since we did not agree with the position of this pipe, we set our own corner which bears S45°39'30"E, 12.30' from the ½' iron pipe.
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